Heinz food category bottles and jars (based upon 2006 BRG data):

Multiple patent design bottles and jars used across various food categories (listed in their respective uses) - should be amended also saying "utility bottle" or "utility jar".

MANY missing bottle and jar numbers designations in the Heinz list #1-#716 (some refound) UNSURE if missing bottle and jar numbers were drawing designs that didn't reach actual patent design status and actual production status

How many actual patent design bottles and jars of Heinz needs to be run down the entire panoply of the patent office and patent designs ... and find these missing bottle numbers between these other noted patent design dates ... and restored into the list and what food product they were associated with - or utility bottles or utility jars.

Also a massive research needs to be entailed to fill in the missing data for xx ounces of these bottles and jars (and/or their also needed height of glassware).

Massive research in validating whether the bottle numbers are explicitly handblown, machine made, conversion dates of handblows to machine mades, which ones had collateral lines of handblows and machine mades (of corks and screw threads etc).

A further research needs to validate which bottles are explicitly corks, cork conversions to screw threads, screw threads, ....

Further research of specific bottle numbers holding specific types of food product, "Egyptian" style brown mustard, and "Trieste" 10-sided mug bottom jar mustard are 2 examples. One might question the same for the size or the style of Imperial ketchup (competitive Curtice Bros Imperial ketchup brand), as well as various other ketchup styles having their own bottle numbers as hot ketchup, mustard ketchup, walnut ketchup, .... One easily questions all the many sauce bottles and their distinct-shaped food product bottles. The same for the EXTENSIVE list of pickle bottles (!)

Further research filling in the missing style of food product for that bottle number - many have missing ketchup or mustard etc pickles styles that need to be identified. Saying it held xx ounces (of mustard or ketchup) doesn't say 8 ounces of hot mustard or Heinz Regal Mustard etc.

One might also for absolute clarity detail which bottles would be aqua glass, quartz clear glass, flint clear glass, ... Owens machines generation 1 "ring with feathering", Owens machines generation 2 "ring no feathering onwards).

If there were such mentions of British Ashley, John Bull, or Universal machines being used and
their date ranges and who operated them would assist with bottle date ranges, machine identification etc.

When did Sharpsburg start using Owens machines (1903-1910 period) and which food bottle lines would then be using these in their collateral or conversion lines for specific bottle numbers (and the handblown?, machine made ?) dates when they overlap the (1903-1910) period.

Specific identity of sauce or other bottles using glass "T" stoppers with cork rings vs full corks.

MUSTARD jars:
#3 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1880-1888) held xx ounces
#14 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1870-1900) held xx ounces quartz clear glass
#55 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1897-1903) "Heinz Keystone style" bottle held 6 ounces
#69 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1895 -1903) held xx ounces quartz clear glass
#79 - (Sharpsburg hand blown, machine made?) (1897-1903) Patent Design June 9 1891, container first produced 1897-. Held xx ounces
#89 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made) (1885-1910) held xx ounces Colombian style mustard. Bottle was polygonal.
#121 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1895-1905) held xx ounces
#122 - (Sharpsburg handblown?, machine made) (1903-1910) 10-sided bottle held xx ounces (advertisement) Heinz Trieste mustard.
#185 - (contract machine made) (1918-1924) held xx ounces brown mustard
#195 - (contract machine made) (1918-1925) held 6 ounces of "Egyptian" style brown mustard jar
(#300?) - (Sharpsburg handblown)(1898-19xx) Patent design 1898 multi-paneled pumpkin-shape mustard jar held xx ounces
#301 - (Sharpsburg contract handblown?, machine made) (1903-19xx) multi-paneled held xx ounces, 4 inches tall
#302 - (Sharpsburg contract handblown?, machine made) (1903-19xx) multi-paneled held xx ounces, 2 inches tall
#303 - (contract machine made) (1919-1922) held 6 ounces Heinz Regal Mustard
#304 - (contract machine made) (1926-1931) held 8 ounces
#305 - (contract machine made) (1926-1931) held xx ounces mild and brown mustard. Packaged in a small box that held a wooden spoon. Glass lid was also supplied that had a “half moon” cut out on one corner of the lid so that this spoon could be inserted into the mustard and left in place when the lid was placed back on the jar after use. The little knob in top of the glass lid had and embossed 57 which was the corporate trademark at the time.
#326 - (contract machine made) (1938-1946) held one gallon of mustard
#426 - (contract machine made) (1934-1943---) held xx ounces mustard (1934-1937)

SAUCE BOTTLE (woozy sauce = worcestershire sauce), celery sauce, chili sauce, pepper sauce, 57 sauce, beefsteak sauce bottle:
#5 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1881-1893) held xx ounces in 14-paneled tapered sauce decanter
bottle woozy sauce, celery sauce
#28 - (Sharpsburg handblown ?, machine made)(1903-1909) held xx ounces Clifford's (son Clifford Heinz) worcestershire sauce (woozy sauce), celery sauce, aqua and flint clear glass glass stopper with cork ring gasket
#30 - (Sharpsburg handblown)(1880-1898) “English style” bottle held xx ounces celery sauce
#41 - ( Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1893-1906) held xx ounces pepper sauce
#55 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1897-1903) "Heinz Keystone style" bottle held 6 ounces celery sauce
#87 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1898-1902) held xx ounces pepper sauce
#107 - (Sharpsburg, contract handblown, machine made) held xx ounces Mandalay sauce (1904-1906) 57 sauce (1907-1912) Keystone shaped glass stopper.
#139 - (contract handblown - 1918, machine made 1918-) (1910-1934) held xx ounces red and green pepper sauce
#140 - (contract handblown 1910-1912, machine made 1912-)(1910-1934) held 8 ounces pepper sauce. Handblown corks, machine made brass snap cap closure
#165 - (contract machine made) (~1919) held 11.5 ounce chili sauce
#170 - (contract machine made) (1918-1931) held xx ounces beefsteak sauce
#182 - (contract machine made) (~1920) held xx ounces chili sauce
#186 - (contract machine made) (1913-1945) held xx ounces woozy sauce
#187 - (contract machine made) (1918-1925) held 10 ounces woozy sauce
#188 - (contract machine made) (~1920) held xx ounces woozy sauce cork and glass stopper
#191 - (contract machine made) (1918-1919) held 10 ounces chili sauce
#233 - (contract machine made) (1919-1934) held 4.5 ounces pepper sauce
#281 - (contract machine made) (1945-1954) held 5.25 ounces worcestershire sauce. glass stopper embossed with "57". Single year production date on bottom
#285 - (contract machine made) (1924-19xx) held 12 ounces woozy sauce
#392 - (contract machine made) (1924-1948) held 12 ounces chili sauce made by Hazel-Atlas (1924-1948)
#H392 - (contract machine made) (1924-1948) held 12 ounces chili sauce made by Hazel-Atlas (1924-1948)
#393 - (contract machine made) (1918-1944) held xx ounces chili sauce, made by Owens Bottle Co (1919-1929) Owens-Illinois (1929-1944)
#395 - (contract machine made) (1915-1941) held 16 ounces chili sauce

KETCHUP bottle:
7 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1880-1905) held 8 ounces rounded and pear-bottom shape with indented shoulder ring for pouring then conversion into 8-sided bottle ? 1878ish- tooled screw top flint clear glass
14 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1870-1900) held 14 ounces shape suspected to be rounded and pear-bottom shape (with indented shoulder ring for pouring?) then conversion into 8-sided bottle 1890- cork then 1878ish- tooled screw top aqua then 1878ish- flint clear glass
36 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (~1879) held 14 ounces shape suspected to be rounded and pear-bottom shape (with indented shoulder ring for pouring?) aqua then 1878ish- flint clear glass
52 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1890-1895) held 14 ounces 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear
glass
56 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1890-1895) held 14 ounces 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass
57 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1895-1910) held 14 ounces 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass
58 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1893-1896) held 2.5 ounces (salesman's sample bottle) small 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass
63 - (Sharpsburg, contract, handblown, machine made) (1890-1913) held 14 ounces 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass Owens Bottle Machine Co (1910-1913)
65 - (unknown location, production, and dates) held 14 ounces 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass suspected Sharpsburg and contract production era
68 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1887-1895) held 14 ounces potential rounded and pear-bottomed then conversion into 1890- 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass
90 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1888-1910) "Imperial" bottle held 17 ounces suspected rounded and pear-bottomed converted into 1890-8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass (Competitors Imperial ketchup brand clone?)
93 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1887-1895) held 14 ounces suspected rounded and pear-bottomed converted into 1890- 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass
103 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1890-1907) held 14 ounces 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass
130 - (Sharpsburg, contract, handblown, machine made) (1906-1914) held 8.5 ounces 8-sided tooled screw top flint clear glass Owens Bottle Machine Co (1910-1914)
138 - (contract, machine made) (1911-1919) held 14 ounces 8-sided screw top flint clear glass Owens Bottle Machine Co (1911-1919)
162 - (contract, machine made) (1918-1923) held 8 ounces 8-sided screw top flint clear glass Owens Bottle Machine Co (1918-1919) Owens Bottle Co (1919-1923)
253 - (contract, machine made) (1929-1930) held 7 ounces 8-sided screw top flint clear glass Owens-Illinois (1929-1930)
H255 - (contract, machine made) (1918-1943/-1959) held 14 ounces regular ketchup (1918-1943) and hot ketchup (1918-1959) 8-sided screw top cap flint clear glass Owens Bottle Machine Co (1918-1919) Owens Bottle Co (1919-1929) Owens-Illinois (1929-1943) ... possible other suppliers
H257 - (contract, machine made) (1969, 1970-) held 14 ounces. MODERN RESTAURANT BOTTLES. 8-sided screw top caps flint clear glass First Heinz Ketchup bottles produced with the number 57 embossed around the middle, thwarting counterfeit bottles produced by a competitor. (1969) with eight 57s, then (1970-present) reduced to 4 embossments. Multiple
suppliers.
260 - (contract, machine made) (1930-1935) held 4 ounces 8-sided crown cap frosted glass except where the label was affixed. Bottle crown cap seal, most bottle caps embossed with head of a tomato man with a high silk top hat Owens-Illinois (1930-1935)
263 - (contract, machine made) (1930-1936) held 16 ounces, 8-sided 90% embossed ice frost glazed effect appearing cold. Bottle crown cap seal Owens-Illinois (1930-1936)

HORSERADISH bottle:
#10 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1895-1910) held xx ounces
#12 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1889-1893) held xx ounces flint clear glass
#13 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1888-1895) held xx ounces aqua and clear glass
#16 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1883-1889) held xx ounces
#21 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1890) held xx ounces dry horseradish
#47 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1896-1903) held 5.5 ounces dry horseradish
#79 - (Sharpsburg hand blown, machine made?) (1897-1903) Patent Design June 9 1891, container produced 1897-.
#151 - (contract machine made) (1918-1930) held xx ounces dry horseradish
#152 - (contract machine made) (1911-1918) held xx ounces dry horseradish; cork sealed
#351 - (contract machine made) (1926-1938) held 2.5 ounces dry horseradish flint clear glass
#353 - (contract machine made) (1945-1953) held xx ounces dry horseradish flint clear glass, top was sealed with threaded metal closure

MALT, DILL-FLAVORED, TARRAGON, APPLE CIDER, WHITE DISTILLED VINEGAR bottle:
11 - (contract, machine made) (1922-1943) held 16 ounces, shape unknown flint clear glass
Owens Bottle Company (1922-1929) and Owens-Illinois Glass Co (1929-1943)
95 - (Sharpsburg, suspected handblown, machine made?) (unknown production date) held xx ounces shape unknown flint clear glass
96 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1892-1904) held quart apple cider, white distilled vinegar shape unknown flint clear glass
98 - (Sharpsburg, contract, handblown?, machine made) (1906-1927) held xx ounces shape unknown flint clear glass
160 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made ?) (1895-1910) held xx ounces variety of vinegars shape unknown flint clear glass
211 - (contract, machine made) (1924-1943) held quart variety vinegars white distilled, apple
cider, malt, and tarragon. Container used cork closure and aluminum cap (1924-1927).
Container used internal bottle throat screw thread closure with aluminum cap (1927-1943).
Successor to the 111 bottle. 14-sided bottle with tapering heel and fluted bottom flint clear glass
Owens Bottle Co (1924-1929) Owens-Illinois (1929-1943)
213 - (contract, machine made) (1922-1943) held 1/2 gallon apple cider vinegar barrel bottle
shape mini-loop glass finger handle ? flint clear glass Owens Bottle Co (1922-1929)
Owens-Illinois (1929-1943)
218 - (contract, machine made) (1931-1943) held xx ounces variety of vinegars shape unknown
flint clear glass Owens-Illinois (1931-1943)

REGULAR or PICKLED ONION bottle :
#12 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1889-1893) held xx ounces flint clear glass
#13 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1888-1895) held xx ounces aqua and clear glass
#30 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1880-1898) “English style” bottle held xx ounces select pearl
onions
#33 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1885-1900) held xx ounces Keystone Pearls (small white onions)
#37 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1887-1900) held xx ounces pickled onions
#344 - (contract machine made) (1919-1943) held xx ounces sweet and sour onions

OLIVE bottle :
#30 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1880-1898) “English style” bottle held xx ounces green olives
#43 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made) (1902-1912) held xx ounces olives
#145 - (contract machine made) (1913-1930) held xx ounces Duchess Queen olives, Spanish
Queen olives, and Manzilla olives
#146 - (contract machine made) (1918-1930) held 8 ounces Manzilla olives
#147 - (contract machine made) (1910-1914) held xx ounces olives
#150 - (unknown maker, production, date) held xx ounces Queen olives
#183 - (contract machine made) (1918-1929) held 9 ounces Large Duchess Queen Olives
#67 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1886-1900) held xx ounces small pearl onions
#73 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1896-1908) held xx ounces pickled onions
#74 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1890-1908) Grocery window pickle display
held xx ounces pickled onions
#362 - (contract machine made) (1925-1926) held 7 ounces Heinz stuffed olives

SWEET PICKLE, DILL PICKLE, and PICKLE VARIETY bottle :
#12 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1889-1893) held xx ounces flint clear glass
#13 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1888-1895) held xx ounces aqua and clear glass
#16 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1889-1903) held xx ounces
#20 - (Sharpsburg handblown?, machine made) (~1910) held xx ounces dill pickles
#23 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made) (1880-1900) held xx ounces variety pickles
#25 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made) (1880-mid 1900) held xx ounces (sweet-sour pickles, pickled cauliflower, and mustard pickles) quartz clear glass
#26 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1880-1900) held xx ounces pickled cauliflower
#30 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1880-1898) "English style" bottle held xx ounces sweet gherkins, sweet mixed pickles, imported pickled cauliflower aqua and flint clear glass glass stopper with cork ring gasket
#33 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1885-1900) held xx ounces Keystone Gems (pickles)
#35 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1875-1888) held xx ounces pickles
#37 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1887-1900) held xx ounces pickles, Chowchow pickles, mustard pickle, spices pickle, sweet pickle
#42 - (contracted) machine made (late 1920s-mid 1930s) held xx ounces sweet-sour pickles
#55 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1897-1903) "Heinz Keystone style" bottle held 6 ounces gherkins
#59 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1892-1903) held xx ounces of various pickles, Chowchow, sweet pickles, sweet mixed pickles, gherkins
#66 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1880-1895) held xx ounces sweet pickles and sour pickles
#67 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1886-1900) held xx ounces small gherkins
#72 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1897-1903) held 32 ounces of several varieties of pickles blob top, Lightning wire bail closure with zinc-type closure and rubber gasket
#73 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1896-1908) held xx ounces variety of pickled pickles, cauliflower, peppers
#74 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1890-1908) Grocery window pickle display held xx ounces gherkins, peppers, and pickled cauliflower.
#86 - (Sharpsburg handblown?, machine made) (1908-1919) held xx ounces pickles. Sealed with Anchor amerceable snap-on-cap similar to mason jars using a zinc treated lid with glass insert.
#128 - (contract machine made) (1910-1914) "Large picnic" bottle held 12 ounces sour mix pickles, sour spiced pickles
#132 - (contract machine made) (1918-1933) octagon shaped bottle varieties of Heinz pickles, varieties included Chow Chow, Sour Mixed, and Sweet Gherkins.
#142 - (contract machine made) (1918-1920) held 4.5 ounces sour pickles, sour onions, sweet midget gherkins, and sweet mixed pickles
#143 - (contract machine made) (1920-1943) held xx ounces sour onions, sour mixed pickles, and sour pickle sticks flint clear glass sealed by Anchor friction metal closure - removed by Anchor hook opener.
#144 - (Sharpsburg, contract handblown?, machine made) (1908-1912) held xx ounces sweet pickle products
#157 - (contract machine made) (1926-1930) held xx ounces pickles
#167 - (contract machine made) (1918-1933) held 16 ounces sour mixed pickles, sweet pickles, sweet mixed pickles, Chowchow pickles (one pound)
#181 - (contracted machine made) (1917-1925) several varieties of pickles
#192 - (contract machine made) (1918-1941) held xx ounces dill pickles (1920-1931)
#334 - (contract machine made) (only 1932) held 11.5 ounces "Fresh Cucumber Pickles"
#341 - (contract machine made) (1920-1937) "small picnic" bottle held xx ounces sour onions, chowchow pickles, sour spiced gherkins, sour mixed pickles, pickled onions, and sweet gherkins
#381 ("A") - (contract machine made) (1919-1937) held xx ounces pickles
#381 ("B") - (contract machine made) (1920-1941) held xx ounces pickles lug-type closure
#423 - (contract machine made) (1929-1937) held xx ounces sweet gherkins, sour onions, and chowchow pickles
#425 - (contract machine made) (1929-1943) held xx ounces sweet mustard pickle, chowchow pickle, fresh cucumber pickle
#426 - (contract machine made) (1934-1943) held xx ounces chowcow (1934-1943), genuine dills (1935-1939), preservered sweet gherkins, fresh cucumber pickles (1942--)
#427 - (contract machine made) (1929-1936) held xx ounces various pickles

CONDIMENT, MINCEMEAT, CHUTNEY, and RELISH bottle:
#13 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1888-1895) held xx ounces aqua and clear glass
#20 - (contracted) machine made (1918-1939) held xx ounces mincemeat
#33 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1885-1900) held xx ounces Keystone chutney relish
#42 - (contracted) machine made (late 1920s-mid 1930s) held xx ounces relish varieties
#49 - Unknown dates - held xx ounces of several varieties of tomato and pickle chutney
#55 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1897-1903) "Heinz Keystone style" bottle held 6 ounces tomato chutney
#86 - (Sharpsburg handblown?, machine made) (1908-1919) held xx ounces mincemeat. Sealed with Anchor amerceable snap-on-cap similar to mason jars using a zinc treated lid with glass insert.
#115 - (contract machine made) (1910-1912) held xx ounces stuffed mangoes, East Indian chutney, or pickled walnuts
#131 - (contract machine made) (1918-1930) held 7 ounces India relish
#134 - (contract machine made) (only 1914) held xx ounces mincemeat or stuffed mangoes. Had an Owens-Illinois pry-off tin lid
#192 - (contract machine made) (1918-1941) held xx ounces mince meat (1918-1941)
#331 - (contract machine made) (1918-1930) held 7 ounces India relish
#333 - (contract machine made) (1925-1934) held xx ounces Heinz relish
#381 ("A") - (contract machine made) (1919-1937) held xx ounces mince meat, India relish, relish
#381 ("B") - (contract machine made) (1920-1941) held xx ounces mincemeat, India relish, relish lug-type closure
#385 - (contract machine made) (1928-1941) held xx ounces mincemeat (1938-1941)
#425 - (contract machine made) (1929-1943) held xx ounces India relish

TOMATO JUICE bottle:
#262 - (contract machine made) (only 1931) held 8 ounces Heinz Tomato Juice, glass had an embossed design, except for a clear area when the label was hand-applied

PEANUT BUTTER jar:
#326 - (contract machine made) (1938-1946) held one gallon of peanut butter
#440 - (contract machine made) (1932-1944) held 6 ounces peanut butter, Anchor pry-off closure
#442 - (contract machine made) (1933-1936) held xx ounces peanut butter
#444 - (contract machine made) (1932-1943) held xx ounces peanut butter
#761 - (contract machine made) (1910-1920) held xx ounces peanut butter, sealed with decorative pry-off lid

JAM and PRESERVE jar:
#121 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1895-1905) held xx ounces
#176 - (contract machine made) (1918-1931) held xx ounces cherry, black berry, peach preserves
#761 - (contract machine made) (1910-1920) held xx ounces jelly, sealed with decorative pry-off lid

OLIVE OIL bottle:
#15 - (contracted) machine made (1918-1944) held 8 ounces Princess Olive oil original cork seal with glass stopper for reuse
#110 - (Sharpsburg, contract handblown?, machine made) (1909-1919) held xx ounces Heinz Olive Oil
#158 - (contract machine made) (1918-1941) held xx ounces Princess Olive oil cork seal
#159 - (contract machine made) (1912-1913) held 8 ounces Heinz Pure Olive Oil cork stopper
#221 - (contract machine made) (1931-1943) held xx ounces
#223 - (contract machine made) (1918-1943) held 8 ounces

APPLE BUTTER bottle:
#20 - (contracted) machine made (1918-1939) held xx ounces
#72 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1897-1903) held 32 ounces Lightning wire bail closure with zinc-type closure and rubber gasket
#79 - (Sharpsburg hand blown, machine made?) (1897-1903) Patent Design June 9 1891, container produced 1897-. Held xx ounces
#86 - (Sharpsburg handblown?, machine made) (1908-1919) held xx ounces, Anchor amerceable snap-on-cap similar to mason jars using a zinc treated lid with glass insert
#101 - (contract machine made) (1913) octagon bottle held xx ounces
#135 - (contract machine made) (1910-1914) held xx ounces
#192 - (contract machine made) (1918-1941) held xx ounces (1918-1933)
#381 ("A") - (contract machine made) (1919-1937) held xx ounces
#381 ("B") - (contract machine made) (1920-1941) held xx ounces lug-type closure
#442 - (contract machine made) (1933-1936) held xx ounces
#444 - (contract machine made) (1932-1943) held xx ounces
#445 - (contract machine made) (1932-1933) held 30 ounces, machine made threaded seal

SALAD DRESSING bottle:
#22 - (contracted) machine made (1919-1921) held 10 ounces
#63 - (Sharpsburg, contracted handblown, machine made) (1890-1913) held xx ounces mustard dressing
#133 - (contract machine made) (1918-1921) held 8 ounces mustard dressing
#191 - (contract machine made) (1918-1919) held 10 ounces salad dressing
#326 - (contract machine made) (1938-1946) held one gallon of 57 salad dressing
#385 - (contract machine made) (1928-1941) held xx ounces mayonnaise (1928-1937)
#412 - (contract machine made) (1928-1935) held 8 ounces salad cream, made by Anchor Hocking glass company

UNKNOWN designation:
#34 - unknown Heinz bottle, dates, production, and food category
#70 - (Sharpsburg handblown, machine made?) (1891-1910) Store display bottle held xx ounces of ???
#82 - (Sharpsburg handblown) (1890-1895) held xx ounces
#137 - (contract machine made) (1920-1925) held xx ounces contents unknown
#189 - (contract machine made) no location, date, held xx ounces contents unknown

***************
Missing bottle numbers:

(~#1 - ~#100 with production at Sharpsburg (44 bottles):
1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9
17, 18, 19
24, 27, 29
31, 32, 38, 39
40, 44, 45, 46, 48
50, 51, 53
60, 61, 62, 64, 68
71, 75, 76, 77, 78
80, 81, 83, 84, 85
91, 92, 94, 97, 99

(~ #98 onwards with extended production dates at/beyond Sharpsburg) (22 bottles):
100, 102, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109
112, 113, 114, 116, 117, 118, 119
120, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 129
136

(~ #136 onwards appear as post-1910 Sharpsburg production sites)
141, 148, 149
153, 154, 155, 156
161, 163, 164, 166, 168, 169
171, 173, 175, 178, 179
180
190, 193, 196, 197, 198, 199
200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209